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that the integral shall exist with v in place of u. For since u = v + j
every sum S for u is the sum of two similar ones for v and j, and
whenf and u have no common discontinuity the last has a definite
limit as a approaches zero, as has been shown. This condition is, how-
ever, equivalent to that of the theorem. For the total variation of u
on an interval is the sum of the total variations of v and j, and the fact
that the set of points common to two denumerable sets of intervals is
itself representable as such a denumerable set, makes it possible to
show that the total variation of u on a set of points D is also the
sum of the similar variations for v and j. Furthermore the total varia-
tion J(x) of j is the value obtained from the series (5) by replacing
each term by its absolute value, and on a set of points D contain-
ing no discontinuity of u it is zero. For if the tk's are a set of points as
described above, a denumerable set A of non-overlapping intervals can
be selected approaching each tk as a limit on both sides and contain-
ing all the points of ab except the ak'S. This set of intervals will also
enclose D in its interior since D contains no Ek, and the sum of the total
variations of j on A will surely be less than e. It is easy to see, con-
versely, that when the variation of j is zero on D then the latter con-
tains no discontinuity of u. Hence the existence of the integral with
v in place of u and the conditions that f and u have no discontinuity
in common imply that the total variation of u on D is zero, and con-
versely, which was to be proved.
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When the rectangular point coordinates x, y, z of a surface satisfy
an equation of the form

bze be be
= a -+ b (1)bubv bu by

the curves u=const., v=const. form a conjugate system. We assume
that the parametric system of curves is of this sort throughout this
note, and we shall speak of it as a net. Equation (1) is the point equa-
tion of the net.

If N is such a net, the co6rdinates x', y', z' of a second net N' are
given by quadratures of the form
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_bx bx bx' bx
= h -- = I-, (2)O)u bu vb bv

provided that h and I are functions of u and v subject to the conditions

a ( - ), b (h - 1). (3)av bu

Moreover, each pair of solutions h, I of these equations leads by quad-
ratures to a net N', such that the tangents at corresponding points M
and M' to the curves of the net are parallel. All nets parallel to N are
obtained in this way.

If 0 is a solution of equation (1), and 0' is the corresponding function
given by

bo' beo b bO0a- = h a-, -_--, (4)b,u bu byv bv

then the functions xl, yl, zl defined by equations of the form

X = X- ,x' (5)

are the co6rdinates of a net N1, so related to N that the lines joining
corresponding points M and M1 of these nets form a congruence whose
developables meet the surfaces on which these nets lie in the curves
of the nets. We say that the nets so related geometrically are in the
relation pf a transformation T. Parallel nets are in such relation. We
have shown' that any transformation T of N into a non-parallel net N1
is given by equations of the form (5). Hence any transformation T of
N is determined by a parallel net and by a solution of the point equa-
tion of the net.
When two surfaces are applicable to one another, in the correspond-

ence thus established there is a unique conjugate system of curves on
one surface corresponding to a conjugate system on the other. We
say that these nets are applicable. This paper is concerned with the
transformations of applicable nets into applicable nets.

If we have two applicable nets N and N with the respective point
coordinates x, y, z and x, y, z, the analytical condition of their appli-
cability is

(8x)2 ax = x ax ( 2 XZ (6)au au au av Xu v ?v abv
the sign 2 indicating the summation of terms in x, y and z. Since
the coefficients a and b of equation (1) are functions of the left-hand
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members of (6) and their derivatives, equation (1) is likewise the point
equation of the net N. In view of this fact a pair of functions h and I
satisfying (3) leads to a net N' parallel to N as well as to N' parallel to
N. Moreover, the nets N' and N' are applicable. This result is due
to Peterson.2 The common point equation of the nets N' and N' ad-
mits the solution

't = X'2 + y'2 + z'2 - 2 _ y2 -_ 2. (7)
This function and the corresponding function 0 given by the quadra-
ture (4) determine transforms N1 and N1 of N and N respectively, and
these new nets are- applicable. Hence each net parallel to one of two
applicable nets determines a parallel to the other, and by a further
quadrature two applicable nets which are T transforms of the original
nets. Moreover, the function 0' given by (7) is the only one leading to
such a result. This result can be generalized at once to applicable nets
in space of any order.
Nets are of three types with regard to applicability. Nets of the

first type do not admit any applicable nets. Those of the second type
admit one applicable net, whereas each net of the third 'type admits
an infinity of applicable nets. We say that the latter are permanent in
deformation, and for the sake of brevity call them permanent nets.
Every net parallel to a permanent net is a permanent net, and each of
the infinity of nets applicable to the one is parallel to one of the infinity
applicable to the other by the method of Peterson. Suppose now that
we have a permanent net N, two applicable nets N and N, and the
respective parallel applicable nets N', N', N'. By the process of the
preceding paragraph we obtain two transforms N1 and N2 of N, in gen-
eral distinct, such that corresponding points of N, N1 and N2 lie on the
same line, whose direction-parameters are the co6rdinates of N'. At
the same time we obtain two transforms of N and two of N. As N
admits an infinity of applicable nets, this process can be extended with
the result that, in general, N and each of its deforms admit an infinity
of transforms. We have raised the question whether in any case this
infinity of transforms were coincident for each of the nets so that we
obtain a permanent net N1, whose infinity of applicable nets are the
T transforms of the nets applicable to N. We refer to this question as
Problem A.
Permanent nets belong to the general class of nets whose tangential

coordinates satisfy an equation of Laplace with equal invariants. We
have established3 the existence of transformations T of nets of this kind
into similar nets. When in particular the given N is a permanent net,
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by the solution of a completely integrable system of partial differential
equations of the first order a family of parallel nets of a particular type
are obtained, each of which determines a T transform N1, which also is
a permanent net. All of these transformations are now shown to give
a solution of Problem A.

In the transformations just referred to we did.not consider permanent
nets for which the curves in one family are represented on the Gauss
sphere by one system of the imaginary generators. Drach4 solved the
problem of the deformation of nets of this kind. We show how in two
ways these nets can be transformed into nets of the same kind as a
solution of Problem A.
The third type of permanent nets are those whose two families of

curves are represented on the sphere by its isotropic generators. These
curves are the minimal lines on a minimal surface. There are no trans-
formations of nets of this kind into similar nets furnishing a solution
of Problem A.

Eisenhart, Trans. Amer. Math. Soc., New York, 18, 1917, (97-124).
2Peterson, Ueber Curven und Flachen, Moskau and Leipzig, 1868, (106).
'Eisenhart, Rend. Circ. Mat., Palermo, 39, ?915, (153-176).
4 Drach, Ann. Fac. Sci. Toulouse, (Ser. 2), 10, 1908, (125-164).
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It has been proved by Rieszl 2 that if a linear functional A(f(s))
is continuous with zeroth order, there is a unique regular function
a (s) which satisfies the equation

A (f) = ff (s) da (s),
and the variation of a is the least upper bound of the expression
A(f) I /mf, where mf is the maximum of f(s) |. From this theorem

Fr6chet]s has proved that if U (f (s), g (t)) is bilinear, that is linear
in each argument, there is a function u (s, t) which is regular in t and
satisfies the equation

U (f, g) = fff (s) g () dzu (s, t), (1)
and by modifying the definition of the variation of a function of two

variables, he has proved that the variation of u (s,t) is the least upper
bound of U (f, g) I /mfmg.
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